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Stress is increasingly being recognized as one of the main factors that is negatively
affecting our health, and therefore there is a need to regulate daily stress and prevent
long-term stress. This need seems particularly important for adults with mild intellectual
disabilities (MID) who have been shown to have more difficulties coping with stress
than adults without intellectual disabilities. Hence, the development of music therapy
interventions for stress reduction, particularly within populations where needs may
be greater, is becoming increasingly important. In order to gain more insight into
the practice-based knowledge on how music therapists lower stress levels of their
patients with MID during music therapy sessions, we conducted focus group interviews
with music therapists working with adults with MID (N = 13) from different countries
and clinical institutions in Europe. Results provide an overview of the most-used
interventions for stress reduction within and outside of music. Data-analysis resulted
in the further specification of therapeutic goals, intervention techniques, the use of
musical instruments, and related therapeutic change factors. The main findings indicate
that music therapists used little to no receptive (e.g., music listening) interventions for
stress reduction, but preferred to use active interventions, which were mainly based on
musical improvisation. Results show that three therapy goals for stress relief could be
distinguished. The goal of “synchronizing” can be seen as a sub goal because it often
precedes working on the other two goals of “tension release” or “direct relaxation,”
which can also be seen as two ways of reaching stress reduction in adults with MID
through music therapy interventions. Furthermore, the tempo and the dynamics of the
music are considered as the most important musical components to reduce stress in
adults with MID. Practical implications for stress-reducing music therapy interventions
for adults with MID are discussed as well as recommendations for future research.
Keywords: relaxation, mild intellectual disabilities, stress release, stress, music therapy, improvisation (music),
mechanisms of change, change factors
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as listening to live or prerecorded music. Whereas “music
medicine” does not involve a therapeutic process, music
therapy requires the presence of such a process through
personally tailored music experiences, including listening to
music (Grocke and Wigram, 2006; Bruscia, 2014; Bradt et al.,
2015). Bruscia (2014) described a more refined classification
of music therapy interventions/methods, resulting in four
categories: improvisation, recreating (or performing), and
composing, which are active interventions, and music listening,
which refers to receptive interventions.
Music therapists are specifically trained to use the unique
qualities of music, also known as musical components (e.g.,
melody, rhythm, tempo, dynamics, pitch) within the therapeutic
relationship to work on patient’s treatment goals (Bruscia,
1987; Wheeler, 2015; De Witte et al., 2020a). During the
music therapy session, the music therapist attunes to the
patient by adjusting the way of music-making as an immediate
response to the patient’s needs (Aalbers et al., 2019; Magee,
2019). In music therapy literature, this way of patient-therapist
attunement is often related to the term “synchronization,”
which means that the music therapist and the patient interact
simultaneously and are regulated through time, yielding a
similar expression in movement, matching pulse, rhythm,
dynamics and/or melody (Bruscia, 1987; Schumacher and
Calvet, 2008; Aalbers et al., 2019; De Witte et al., 2020a).
More specifically, synchronization in music therapy may
refer to both the way music therapists intervene within
different kinds of interventions, and to a specific music
therapy technique for musical improvisation developed by
Bruscia (1987), which can help music therapists to resonate
emotions and/or expressions in the music or resonate nonverbal behavior. In this study, we consider synchronization in
a broader sense.
In addition, music therapists often perform interventions
based on rich, experiential, tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge
refers to practice-based knowledge developed from the
direct experiences within clinical practice, which is mainly
subconsciously understood and applied (McAdam et al.,
2007; Polanyi, 2009; Petri et al., 2020). Using tacit knowledge
is common in professionals in clinical practice and guides
the professional in treating patients based on professionals’
previous experiences. However, making tacit knowledge
explicit may stimulate transferability of valuable clinical
practices, and may stimulate a different way of thinking
about the relationship between clinical practice, theory, and
research (Aigen, 1999; Smeijsters and Vink, 2006; Stige,
2015); furthermore, making tacit knowledge explicit may
lead to the development of intervention descriptions derived
directly from clinical practice, such as intervention manuals
or therapy protocols, for which there is still a great need
(Aalbers et al., 2019). From the scientific point of view, clear
intervention descriptions are needed to further investigate
what exactly is effective in music therapy interventions or
to replicate outcome studies (Hoffmann et al., 2014). Our
previous meta-analysis on the effects of music therapy on stress
reduction showed, for example, that 63% of the included studies
provided important details of the music therapy interventions

INTRODUCTION
Stress reduction has become increasingly important in health
care practices of many professional fields, including music
therapy. Continuous high levels of stress have been shown to
negatively affect our health (e.g., Australian Psychological Society
[APS], 2015; American Psychological Association [APA], 2017).
Although many people have found ways to adequately cope with
stress and its possible negative consequences, it still appears to
be difficult for a substantial number of people to cope with daily
stressors, and the demands of contemporary life (Holahan et al.,
2005; World Health Organization [WHO], 2010; Casey, 2017; De
Witte et al., 2020b). This especially may be the case for adults
with mild intellectual disabilities (MID1 ), who have been shown
to experience much more stress in daily life than people without
intellectual disabilities (Emerson, 2003; Hatton and Emerson,
2004; Schuengel and Janssen, 2006), having fewer resources to
cope with daily life stress (Lunsky and Benson, 2001; Hartley
and MacLean, 2009b; Scott and Havercamp, 2014). Therefore,
it is important to gain more insight into the effectiveness and
applicability of therapeutic interventions for stress reduction for
adults with MID.
Music therapy is often applied to reduce stress for adults
with MID (Moonen and Didden, 2014; De Witte et al., 2020a,b).
The experience-based approach in music therapy is believed
to be well suited to the needs of adults with MID. Although
more and more studies are published on the effects of music
therapy on stress-related outcomes (see for an overview: De Witte
et al., 2020a), more information is needed regarding specific
techniques, instruments, supposed change factors, requisites, and
procedures within these interventions.

Music Therapy
Music therapy is defined as the clinical and evidence-informed
use of music interventions2 to accomplish individualized goals
within a therapeutic relationship in order to meet physical,
emotional, mental, social and cognitive needs (American Music
Therapy Association [AMTA], 2018; De Witte et al., 2020a; Agres
et al., under revision). In contrast to health care staff providing
prerecorded music listening interventions (often referred to
as music medicine), music therapy interventions are offered
by a qualified music therapist in relation to assessment and
treatment planning. Both music medicine as well as music
therapy can be useful and important. According to the music
therapy literature, music therapy interventions can be divided in
two broad categories: active and receptive interventions (Bruscia,
2014; Wheeler, 2015; Magee, 2019).
Active interventions involve the patient making music
during the music therapy session, while receptive interventions
mean that the patient is only receiving the music, such
1

By common Dutch definition adults with an IQ 50–70 as well as with an IQ 70–85
in combination with a disability in adaptive skills are considered to have a MID. In
this article the abbreviation MID is therefore used to include people with what is
often referred to as a “borderline intellectual disability” (Kaal et al., 2015).
2
In this study, the term “intervention” refers to a specified therapeutic action or
a process of intervening characterized by a structured and coherent collection of
therapeutic actions.
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do not feel emotionally different afterward (Patterson et al.,
2019). This lack of emotional address suggests the need for
the further development of interventions based on experiential
approaches to intervention, including those that occur within
music therapy processes.

examined, but only 35% of the studies reported on the use
of therapy protocols or manuals (De Witte et al., 2020a).
Therefore, it is important for both clinical practice and future
research to systematically illuminate the knowledge already
present in clinical practice, such as the tacit knowledge of
music therapists.

Music Therapy for Adults With MID

Experience of Stress in People With MID

Despite the lack of clinical effectiveness studies on music
therapy for adults with MID, clinical practice shows that
music therapists can meet the needs of adults with MID
very well (Watson, 2002; Hooper et al., 2011; Hoyle and
McKinney, 2015). A scoping review (Hooper et al., 2008a,b)
provides a comprehensive summary of published studies about
music interventions/activities for adults with learning and/or
intellectual disabilities documented from 1943 to 2006; the
researchers primarily located practice-based evidence from small
sized studies of music interventions. Studies that specifically
focused on music therapy with adults with MID were lacking.
The majority of the published studies involved children with
intellectual disabilities in a school setting (Meila, 2017), or
concerned case study reports of music therapy processes in which
stress regulation was not the targeted therapeutic goal (e.g.,
Brennand et al., 2011; Hoyle and McKinney, 2015).
Since 2006, no studies have been conducted in which the
content of music therapy interventions aimed at stress reduction
for adults with MID was described clearly and systematically.
However, there is a growing body of neuropsychological evidence
showing the positive influence of music on lowering people’s
stress levels (Chanda and Levitin, 2013; Thaut and Hoemberg,
2014; Koelsch et al., 2016). Two meta-analytic studies showed
positive overall effects of music listening interventions on
stress reduction in different kinds of settings (Pelletier, 2004;
De Witte et al., 2020b). A recent meta-analytic review of 47
studies shows medium-to-strong effects (d = 0.723) of specifically
music therapy on psychological and physiological stress-related
outcomes (De Witte et al., 2020a).

Stress can be defined as the quality of an experience, produced
through a person-environment transaction that, through either
overarousal or underarousal, results in psychological and/or
physiological distress (Aldwin, 2007; Riley and Park, 2015).
Adults with MID, also defined as a neurodevelopmental
disability characterized by deficits in intellectual and adaptive
functioning skills, may demonstrate difficulties in coping with
stress (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013). As in the
general population, (continuous) high levels of stress experienced
by adults with MID is associated with many negative mental
health outcomes (Hulbert-Williams and Hastings, 2008; Hartley
and Maclean, 2009a; Hartley and MacLean, 2009b; Scott and
Havercamp, 2014).
In general, social support and self-efficacy can be considered as
important factors for stress resistance (Everly and Lating, 2019).
These factors are less developed in adults with MID (Abbaszadeh
and Sardoie, 2016; Seyed et al., 2017). The relatively high impact
of daily stressors, such as taxing social interactions, may also be
explained by the lack of control over both minor daily and major
life decisions (Hartley and MacLean, 2009b; Dulin et al., 2013;
Scott and Havercamp, 2014). When stress experiences continue
in adults with MID, it can lead to an increase of maladaptive
coping strategies and serious health issues, such as depression
(Hartley and Maclean, 2009a; Hartley and MacLean, 2009b),
impaired cognitive functions (Heyman and Hauser-Cram, 2015),
physical health problems (Lunsky, 2008), and substance abuse
(Didden et al., 2009).
In clinical practice, the content of psychosocial approaches
to interventions for adults with MID varies from strict
cognitive-behavioral to that which is more experiential.
Experiential approaches refer to those instances where the
patient can learn through action-based experiences. Experiential
approaches to intervention may allow for adults with MID
to more readily address the reduction of stress. Experiential
approaches to intervention focus on the “here and now”
while guided by a therapist through stress responses and realtime emotional regulation. Through safely structured active
experiences, stress inducing situations can be co-navigated, and
stress reducing strategies can be developed and/or practiced
(De Witte et al., 2020a, 2017).
The efficacy of action-based experiences in interventions
for adults with MID has been demonstrated in a study on
the effects of the different components of cognitive-behavioral
interventions for adults with MID. Studies have shown that
behavioral activation strategies alone, such as roleplay exercises,
resulted in the same outcome as the full cognitive therapy package
(Cuijpers et al., 2007; Hamelin et al., 2013; Didden et al., 2016).
The cognitive-behavioral approach often results in patients being
able to recognize that their thinking is not logical, but they
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Purpose of the Present Study
The purpose of this study is to systematically collect practicebased knowledge on both the most efficient music therapy
interventions, such as therapeutic methods or exercises, and
elements of those interventions, such as musical techniques, used
by music therapists to reduce stress in patients with MID. This
information may contribute to the body of knowledge on how
music therapists lower the stress levels of their patients with MID
during music therapy sessions. To be more specific, we wanted to
know which interventions both within and outside of the music
are used by the music therapists to lower the patients’ stress
levels, and which factors may influence the choice of the applied
intervention(s).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
To collect this practice-based knowledge, we set up multiple
focus groups (Litosseliti, 2003; Liamputtong, 2011; Kitzinger,
2013) with music therapists from three different countries and
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who have only treated a small number of patients with MID,
were not approached. Furthermore, we did not include music
therapists working in a private practice, because in this setting
it is not always clear whether a patient meets the diagnostic
criteria of MIDs.

different types of clinical institutions who practice music therapy
with adults with MID. Focus group methodology is characterized
by guided group discussions to generate a rich understanding
of participants’ experiences and their tacit knowledge (Morgan,
1997; van Bruggen-Rufi et al., 2018). A focus group discussion
is aimed at eliciting perceptions, attitudes, and ideas from
participants about specific topics (Vaughn et al., 1996), and to
enable them to react and build on the responses of others in the
group about the topics that were broached (Morgan and Scannell,
1998; Litosseliti, 2003; Liamputtong, 2011; Kitzinger, 2013).

Data Collection
Prior to the focus group interviews, an interview guide was
developed in which the research question, the purpose of
the study, the topics and preconditions of the focus group
were set up. Subsequently, a time-bound questioning route
was developed, in which questions and sub-questions were
formulated regarding each topic. In order to stimulate a rich
discussion about which interventions music therapists use to
reduce stress in adults with MID, we included questions about
both interventions within the music, as well as interventions
outside the music, and possible effect moderating conditions (see
Supplementary Appendix A for a more extensive description
of the questioning route). Although the questioning route was
followed to keep the discussion on track without inhibiting the
flow of ideas, the focus group promoted an open character by
stimulating all participants to give their views on the subject. For
example, by using follow up questions, researchers could give
participants the space to respond to each other’s views.
The focus group was led by a moderator with advanced
research skills and a Master’s degree in music therapy. An
assistant moderator was also present to ensure that the equipment
for the audio recordings worked correctly, to manage the
time and take notes during the focus groups, and to join
the conversation if warranted. A general introduction of the
research project was given, before starting the focus group
discussion. After each focus group session, the moderator and
the assistant moderator evaluated the notes taken. The first focus
group session included the participants who were working in
Netherlands. Subsequently, two identical focus group sessions
were held, one with Belgium-based participants and one with
participants based in Germany.

Participants
A total of 13 music therapists (male n = 6, female n = 7)
based in Netherlands (n = 7), Belgium (n = 3), and Germany
(n = 3), who practice music therapy in institutions exclusively
providing clinical treatment to adults with MID took part in
three focus group interviews. Two music therapists were working
in the same clinical institution, but in different departments.
The age of the participating music therapists varied from 25 to
63 years, and overall, they were trained at different universities
in Netherlands, Belgium, and Germany. We chose to include
music therapists from different countries, as results related to
the specific context of one country may not be automatically
generalizable to other countries. The study was approved by the
Ethical Research Committee of the HAN University of Applied
Sciences in Netherlands (ref. no: 198.09/20).

Procedure
Purposive sampling was applied during the recruitment process.
Purposive sampling allows for the selection of participants based
on specific study driven variables or characteristics (Patton, 2014;
Valerio et al., 2016). This sampling strategy was considered
appropriate to ensure a group of participants that would be
representative of the overall population of music therapists
(Dörnyei, 2007; Etikan et al., 2016). Therefore, participants were
recruited from a variety of clinical institutions, taking into
consideration age, gender, country of origin, and educational
background. The intention for diversity sought to ensure that
overall findings would not be influenced by over-representation
in these areas. Once selected, music therapists were invited
by email to participate in this focus group study. The music
therapists who asked for more information received a second
email in which the general theme of the study was described.
Since the aim of the present study is to gather practice-based
knowledge, no in-depth information or topic related literature
was shared prior to the focus group meetings. Before the focus
group meetings started, the participants were asked to sign an
informed consent form, in which they clarified their willingness
to participate, and their spoken data could be used anonymously
for the purpose of this study.
Eligible focus group participants were (a) qualified and boardcertified music therapists (b) who apply music therapy to patients
with MID, (c) within a clinical or healthcare setting in which
(d) patients were specifically referred to music therapy by a
psychologist or psychiatrist. Music therapists without significant
experience with patients with MID, such as those who had
just recently started working as music therapists or those

Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

Data Analysis
After data-saturation was established, researchers analyzed the
information using the coding principles of qualitative content
analysis. Qualitative content analysis is frequently applied to
answer questions such as what, why, and how, whereby the
common patterns in the data are deduced by using a consistent
set of codes to organize text into identified categories of similar
meanings (Nandy and Sarvela, 1997; Moretti et al., 2011; Cho and
Lee, 2014). Qualitative content analysis is based on naturalistic
inquiry, which entails identifying themes and patterns, and
involves rigorous coding (Moretti et al., 2011; Cho and Lee, 2014).
In preparation of the coding process, the audio recordings
of the focus group sessions were fully transcribed. Then,
consistent with the principles of content analysis, we applied
three successive coding steps (i.e., open, axial, and selective
coding) to analyze the transcripts (Corbin and Strauss, 2008).
The first open-coding step was conducted by two researchers,
who independently coded relevant text fragments based on
“in vivo codes.” The relevant text fragments were labeled with
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achieving synchronization with the patient within the music can
be seen as a sub goal, and often precedes working on the goals
related to the release of tension or direct relaxation.

the literal terms used by the participants (Corbin and Strauss,
2008). In case of disagreement between the two researchers, the
topics were discussed by a larger group of researchers (the coauthors of this article) and resolved by consensus. The second
step involved axial coding, where the open codes were grouped
into categories based on their more overarching similarities
to the property and dimension levels (Corbin and Strauss,
2008). During this axial-coding process, it became possible
to define preliminary analytical (sub)categories and compare
these. The third step concerned selective coding, in which
the categories formed during the axial coding procedure were
connected in order to create and refine an integrating model
(Charmaz, 2003).
The cycle of data-analysis (the three coding steps: open, axial
and selective coding) was executed by two different researchers
in which an iterative process and “constant comparison” were the
leading principles (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). To ensure that the
findings were grounded in the initial data, every step of the dataanalysis was continuously audited/coached by both a professor
specialized in music therapy and a professor specialized in mental
health issues of adults with MID.

“I think when treating patients with MID, they first have to come
into their normal tension level before start working on other
treatment goals. So, every single music therapy session is starting
with the lowering of the patient’s tension level and after that we
continue with the common therapy activities [participant 4, music
therapist in Netherlands].”

Table 1 shows a detailed overview of all the mentioned
interventions and related characteristics. Because the data
did not provide a detailed description of every mentioned
intervention, not all columns could be filled for all the
interventions mentioned. Nevertheless, in order to provide a
realistic representation of the results we chose to show all
the findings, even if this meant that some areas of the table
would be left blank.

Interventions Within the Music
The open coding indicated that the interventions within
the music could be categorized in two domains: active and
receptive music therapy interventions. The axial coding led to
several different types of active interventions, and two types of
receptive interventions.

Criteria of Trustworthiness
To meet the criteria for trustworthiness, several techniques were
applied to enhance the quality of the present focus group study
(e.g., Creswell, 1998; Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). Transferability
was strengthened by the fact that the included music therapists
were employed in a variety of mental health care centers that
specialize in the treatment of patients with MID.
To minimize possible bias of the interviewer, member
checking took place, which met the criteria for credibility. In
preparation of the analysis, the co-moderator summarized the
content of each focus group discussion, which subsequently
was member-checked by the participants individually by email.
All the participants agreed with this report, and none of them
suggested any additional comments or changes. The fact that
every step of data-analysis was continuously audited by other
research experts, helped to ensure that the findings were not
biased by the main investigator’s motivation or interest, thus
meeting the criteria of confirmability.

Active Interventions
The active interventions mentioned were categorized in
a number of subcategories (see Table 1). For each of
these subcategories, the coding led to several intervention
characteristics, such as associated therapeutic goals, the musical
instruments that were used, and the change factors that
may possibly clarify the effect of the chosen intervention.
Improvisation-based interventions concerned the first type of
active interventions. Other types of active interventions included
“singing and/or playing existing songs” and “songwriting
and/or composing.” Lastly, the music therapists mentioned a
variety of active interventions that referred to a certain music
therapy method or approach. These were recognized as “other
interventions” (see Table 1).

Improvisation
The music therapists agreed that improvisational method was
one of the most often used active interventions. The second
step of data-analysis showed that these improvisation-based
interventions could be distinguished from each other by the level
of structure, the applied improvisation techniques, the goal of
the improvisation, and/or the used musical instruments. With
respect to the process of selective coding, improvisation-based
interventions for stress reduction could be subdivided in “free
improvisation” and “structured improvisation.” Structured
improvisation interventions refer to “freestyling,” “6/8-m
improvisation,” “interplay on piano,” “expressing feelings in
music,” “taking turns,” “mantra singing,” and “playing intrinsic
tempo” (see Supplementary Appendix B for an extended
description of each of these interventions). Most music therapists
mentioned that they mainly preferred to use free improvisation,
meaning that they start improvising with patients without

RESULTS
The open coding initially showed a mixture of many different
types of music therapy interventions, in which a distinction
could be made between interventions within the music and
interventions outside of the music.

Therapy Goals for Stress Reduction
Three types of therapeutic goals were mentioned by the music
therapists related to stress reduction in adults with MID:
synchronizing with the patient (as a starting point for stress
reduction), releasing stress or tension (by self-expression), and
stimulating relaxation. The music therapists stated that in general
these goals do not stand alone but are used in succession of or
in combination with each other. This means that the goal of
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Music therapy interventions within the music

Goal

Active
interventions

Synchronizing with
the patient (as a
starting point for
relaxation or
releasing tension)

Free
improvisation

Relaxation

Instruments

Piano
Monochord
Guitar
Percussion
– Drum kit
– Rainmaker
– Ocean drum
Singing bowls
Wind chimes

• Decreasing music tempo
• Playing simple harmonies or chord
progressions (third, fifth, octave)
• Using a low tonal register
• Playing a simple chord progression on
piano
• Inducing playfulness
• Working toward musical form
• Incorporating patterns
• Tapping/moving along to the music
• Structuring the music expression
• Playing in a slow tempo
• Inducing minimal changes in tempo
• Inducing minimal changes in melodic
intonation
• Using specific Bruscia techniques:
◦ Pacing
◦ Rhythmic grounding
◦ Tonal centering

Simple instruments and harmonies may impart support,
the use of complicated instruments may cause stress

Piano
Drums

• Accelerating tempo
• Alternating between increasing and
decreasing of certain musical components
• Gradually increasing musical tension
• Building up dynamics
• Increasing the musical tension
• Collectively playing an unstructured
drumroll

Shared experience by playing the piano together

Freestyling

Releasing tension

• Playing an aggressive tight beat
• Playing a heavy bass

Physically experiencing the beat, may lead to become aware
of body signals and tension

Singing and/or rap

Triggering and synchronizing of multiple senses
Music may support the sense of containment.
Percussion (drum kit) may impart delimitation and physical
distance from the therapist

After an increase of tension, a decrease may be experienced
more intense or more vivid

Freestyling may offer space for the direct expression of
frustration
6/8-m Improvisation

Relaxation

Drums

• Using a steady pulse of 60 bpm
• Using 6/8 m
• Playing the same for the duration of
5–10-min
• Initiating no increases in tempo

6/8 m is soothing and relaxing, and can elicit related
emotions
6/8 m can be experienced as a mantra (meditative)
6/8 m consists of a clear pulse/rhythm, which is associated
with calmness
(Continued)

Music Therapy for Stress Reduction
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Structured
improvisation

Assumed change factors promoting stress reduction

• Attuning to the patient’s tempo
• Following the patient’s dynamic
• Using the same pulse

6
Releasing tension

Specification of the intervention

de Witte et al.
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TABLE 1 | Overview of interventions.

Music therapy interventions within the music

Goal

Interplay on piano

Instruments

Specification of the intervention

Assumed change factors promoting stress reduction

Piano

• Harmonic basis offered by the therapist
• Dictating patient’s tempo and pulse
• Letting the patient choose minor or major
scale
• Instructing the patient to start with single
key and later to extend play with additional
keys

Experiencing intrinsic rhythm

de Witte et al.
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Taking turns

7

Singing
and/or
playing
existing
songs

Expressing feelings
in music

Instrument of own
choice
Symbal (as a stop
signal)

Singing mantras

Singing with the
use of singing
bowls

Playing intrinsic
tempo

Drums

• Playing patient’s own intrinsic tempo
• Playing each other’s intrinsic tempo

Experiencing your own intrinsic tempo

Therapist plays
accordion
Patients play a
variety of
percussion
instruments

• Starting at a low tempo
• Increasing music tempo
• Shouting: 1234 HOPPA
• Playing rhythm collectively
• Implementing changes in tempo

Structure may promote stress release for externalizing
patients

• Making variations of well-known songs
• Starting with children’s songs
• The use of age-appropriate songs

Familiarity of well-known songs

Greek sirtaki

Externalizing
patients: Releasing
tension
Internalizing
patients: Promoting
self-expression

Singing/
playing well-known
songs

Songwriting
and/or
composing

Receptive
interventions

Listening to
pre-recorded
music

Coaxing may promote stress release for internalizing patients

Repetition may create sense of safety

Recording
self-composed
songs (and taking
home)

Releasing tension
transferred to
outside the music
therapy session

The use of self-composed stress relieving songs outside of
the music therapy sessions (transfer)

Songwriting

Releasing tension

Writing songs about stressful events, may offer exposure

Recording and/or
curating personal
relaxation music

Relaxation outside
the music therapy
session
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ocean drum, rainmaker). In contrast to free improvisation
aiming at the release of tension, free improvisation for direct
relaxation is characterized by the use of a consistently low tempo,
while changes in melody, harmonics, and tempo are kept to
a minimum. The music therapists stated that it is precisely
this simplicity of the musical improvisation that provides the
patient with feelings of support and containment, both of
which be regarded as certain change factors for achieving stress
reduction in adults with MID. To reach relaxation by using free
improvisation, three improvisation techniques (Bruscia, 1987)
were regarded as helpful by some of the music therapists, i.e.,
“pacing,” “rhythmic grounding,” and “tonal centering.” The music
therapists mentioned that they mainly use harmonic instruments
(e.g., piano and guitar) and (melodic) percussion instruments
(such as chimes and singing bowls).

using a pre-determined musical structure or certain rules for
the music-making.
Participants appeared to identify two main therapeutic goals
within free and structured improvisation: tension release and
reaching direct relaxation. Synchronization is also mentioned as
a goal, but the participants explained that they used it more
as a sub goal. Specifically, free improvisation often starts with
synchronizing with the patient, which can be achieved by attuning
to the tempo and following the dynamics and intensity of the
patients’ music-making, as can be seen in the quotation below.
Subsequently, the music therapist tries to implement repetition
and/or structure to allow the patient to slow down and ‘get a grip’
on their stress experience. Concerning synchronization as a sub
goal, no specific musical instruments were mentioned.
“I often try to lower the stress level of the patient by first playing
along with the patient, and then gradually lower the music tempo.
As a therapist you hope that they synchronize with the music
[participant 11, music therapist in Belgium].”
“For example, when the patient is playing the drums and is
playing well enough, at least when you hear a rhythm, you can play
along on the piano with only 4 chords [participant 3, music therapist
in Netherlands].”

“After a while, you lower the music tempo, and you will see that
the patient is almost often following you in this and you see
his stress level is lowering”[participant 3, music therapist in The
Netherlands].”
“So, a solid beat is needed. That is how I see it. When patients
with MID are highly tensioned, they have to experience themselves
more, their own body, otherwise they lose it. By using a steady
and solid beat, they feel it in their body, which is an important
experience for them and helps them [participant 8, music therapist
in Germany].”

The first therapeutic goal for improvisation-based
interventions concerned releasing experienced tension, which
the music therapist tries to achieve by increasing the intensity
of the music. One music therapist mentioned tension release as
a goal for “freestyling,” which is classified as a more structured
improvisation intervention (see Table 1) because of using a
fixed beat and/or musical structure on which the freestyling
(often through voice work) takes place. According to most of
the participants, music improvisational methods focusing on
tension release are characterized by starting with building up
(accelerating) the music tempo and dynamics until a peak/climax
is reached, and then slowly decreasing the tempo/dynamics.
A potential change factor that was mentioned, which possibly
contributes to achieving the goal, is that after an increase of
(musical) tension, a decrease of this tension is experienced
more “vividly” by the patient. Piano and percussion instruments
were named as the musical instruments most often used in free
improvisation interventions aiming at tension release.

Performing existing songs
Besides improvisation, “singing and/or playing of existing songs”
was the type of active intervention most often mentioned by the
music therapists. Interventions concerning singing by patients
were singing well-known European-based cultural songs, singing
the Greek Sirtaki (mentioned by one music therapist) and the use
of the same opening song at the start of every session. The Greek
Sirtaki intervention focuses on releasing tension and stimulating
self-expression and is characterized by a (slow) increase of the
music tempo, and clear rhythmic structures. The music therapist
who often used this intervention clarified that the clearly defined
rhythmic structure particularly promotes stress release in MID
patients with externalizing behavioral patterns and can be seen
as a possible change factor. With respect to the use of both
“well-known songs” and “always using the same opening song,”
the music therapists noted that it may provide a patient with
feelings of safety due to potential linkages to cultural musical
representations for patients. The presence of a repeating musical
structure and familiarity can be regarded as possible change
factors related to these effects (see Table 1).

“I first try to structure all the musicality that is there, a clear pulse,
say, a clear rhythm. From there I often continue with the release of
tension by playing faster and faster through differences in dynamics
and in tempo [participant 9, music therapist in Germany].”
“I often use a form where you build up very slowly by making
loud sounds and vocals, as a counterpart to a very structured
intervention. Just a very free and fast way of expressing, in which the
patient can connect to his/her feelings and then eventually release
and discharge [participant 10, music therapist in Germany].”

Songwriting and composing
The active intervention category “song writing and/or
composing” was mentioned only in the focus group held
with the Dutch music therapists (n = 7). One of the participating
music therapists clarified that music therapeutic songwriting can
stimulate exposure to stress-causing situations and thereby help
patients to release stress. Several other music therapists added
that recordings of self-composed songs could also be helpful for
patients to reduce stress by listening to the recordings outside of
the music therapy session.

Participants also noted direct relaxation as a therapeutic
goal in improvisation-based interventions. Free improvisation
aiming at relaxation is mainly characterized by the simplicity
of the musical structures, such as playing in a low tonal
register, using simple chord progressions, making minimal
changes in music tempo or melodic intonation, and using easyto-play musical instruments (e.g., monochord, wind chimes,
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music therapy interventions. To keep the results as close as
possible to the initial data, we report a summary of the responses
of the music therapists to this specific question.
The degree of intellectual impairment was considered as a
factor for determining the choice of interventions. The Belgian
music therapists stated that the degree of intellectual impairment
(i.e., the IQ score) influences the effects of certain music therapy
interventions, and therefore also influences their choice of
intervention. They explained that when working with patients
with MID from the upper segment of the IQ range, they often
use rhythm-oriented interventions, such as drumming in the
same beat or tapping along with the music on small percussion
instruments. This is in contrast to interventions they offered to
patients with MID in the lower segment of the IQ-range, which
were characterized by a more multi-sensory approach and the use
of tonal instruments.
Another factor possibly influencing the choice for a certain
intervention was the mood or preference of the music
therapist himself. For example, the music therapist may choose
interventions that he/she is comfortable with and that makes
him/her more relaxed and grounded as a therapist, which in turn
is considered to have a positive influence on a patient.
Lastly, the patient’s preferences (like a specific music style,
song, or instrument) were also mentioned as a factor that
influenced the choice of intervention. Almost all the music
therapists mentioned that they always tried to take the patient’s
preferences into account. On the other hand, they tried to avoid
the use of existing songs that were “too familiar,” as they noticed
that patients tended to stick too much to the familiar lyrics
instead of being aware of the musical experience.

Other interventions
Some of the active interventions mentioned by the music
therapists did not fit any of the previously described categories,
but were based on a certain methodic framework (Hegi,
Schuhmacher, or Ronnie-Gardiner) or the more protocoloriented music therapy interventions (Neurologic Music Therapy
[NMT]). One of the interventions mentioned was called
“Eentoonssymphonie [One note symphony],” which originated
from the clinical practice of the Dutch music therapist Berman
(2016), and concerns music-making with just one note (see
Supplementary Appendix B for more detailed descriptions of
these active interventions).

Receptive Interventions
In addition to the active interventions, the music therapists of this
study also mentioned one receptive intervention, namely creating
a personalized playlist for relaxation. Music therapists in all three
focus groups referred to this receptive intervention for stress
reduction. The personalized playlists can include both recorded
musical improvisations and compositions made during the music
therapy session(s), as well as pre-existing music of personal
preference. The main goal focuses on “transfer,” meaning that
patients can use this prerecorded music to lower their stress levels
through relaxation outside of the music therapy sessions.

Interventions Outside of the Music
The music therapists mentioned some stress-reducing
interventions outside of the musical context, which are related to
the therapeutic attitude of the music therapist. A majority of the
Dutch focus group participants stated that creating a framework
may offer support to the patient. This framework can be seen as
a solid base of structure visible in both the interventions within
the music and the way the music therapists interact with their
patients. The music therapists indicated that after offering a
structure or framework during a session, they simply “let the
rest happen” and let the patient respond. One of the therapists
stated that in some cases the music therapy session started with
“doing nothing,” because often a starting point arises naturally,
with which one can then continue working. The Belgian music
therapists explained that they always base the starting point of
their interventions on the patient’s needs.
Most of the music therapists considered the level of autonomy
(self-control) they offered their patients, as an important aspect of
the therapeutic attitude for reaching stress relief in patients with
MID. The degree of autonomy provided to the patient depended
on their individual needs and their capability to handle their selfcontrol. One of the Dutch music therapists noted how important
it is to take into account the patient’s strengths and limitations,
such as not to have them feel overwhelmed or over-questioned.
This sentiment was echoed by the German participants.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we tried to explicate practice-based knowledge,
also known as “tacit-knowledge,” about how music therapists
can reduce stress in adults with MID during the music therapy
session. The purpose of the present study was to describe
music therapists’ experiences and perceptions on what works
in their own practice, and provide an overview of music
therapy interventions to generate an immediate stress-reducing
effect in adults with MID. We discuss the implications of the
results of this study by comparing them with the literature at
large. Furthermore, we explore the facets of stress reduction,
the musical components connected with such, and consider
limitations of this study while providing implications for future
practice, theory, and research.

Two Ways to Reduce Stress in Music
Therapy
Results of the present study distinguished two ways of intervening
to reduce stress in adults with MID, which are related to
the therapy goals mentioned by the music therapists. The
achievement of (musical) synchronization with the patient, which
can be regarded as a sub goal, often precedes working on one
of the other two goals: release of tension or direct relaxation,

Factors Influencing the Choice of the
Intervention
Participants of two focus groups mentioned some factors that
could possibly influence the stress-reducing effect of the applied
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to reduce stress in adults with MID compared to receptive
interventions. It is preferred to involve the patient in making
music and/or singing to decrease the level of stress instead
of offering receptive interventions, in which the patient only
receives the music, such as listening to live or prerecorded
music (Bruscia, 2014; Wheeler, 2015; Magee, 2019). A possible
explanation could be that the interaction between patient
and therapist during active interventions may lead to “affect
attunement” because of the possibility to (co)-modulate, and
(co)-regulate emotional states through the different musical
components, such as rhythm, tempo or dynamics (Raglio
et al., 2016; Aalbers et al., 2020). Similarly, findings of the
present study suggest that synchronizing with patients’ music
making and facilitating changes in musical expression by
reducing tempo and volume, can lead to stress reduction.
This is consistent with previous studies and literature,
which describe music therapists’ use of synchronization
techniques to attune to the patient for the purpose of
change (e.g., Bruscia, 1987, 2014; Aalbers et al., 2019, 2020;
Dvir et al., 2020).
Surprisingly, active improvisation interventions for stress
reduction were used and few to none receptive interventions,
whilst in reviews and meta-analyses on the effects of music or
music therapy interventions on stress-related outcomes mainly
receptive music listening interventions could be included (e.g.,
Pelletier, 2004; Bradt et al., 2013; De Witte et al., 2020a,b).
The effects of music listening interventions are mainly related
to the general influence of music on the stress response,
whereas the effects of music therapy also can be explained by
means of the therapeutic relationship, namely, through patienttherapist attunement by the use of music and the fact that
music therapists individualize their interventions to meet the
patients’ needs (Bradt and Dileo, 2014; Wheeler, 2015; De
Witte et al., 2020a). Although none of these reviews and metaanalyses included adult patients with MID, it raises the question
of whether music therapists should use receptive interventions
more frequently because of their effects on stress reduction.
On the other hand, there is evidence showing that action-based
interventions are very suitable to adults with MID (Cuijpers
et al., 2007; Didden et al., 2016), which could favor active music
therapy interventions.

which clearly leads to two different ways of intervening
during music therapy.
The first way of intervening is related to the release of
tension and aimed at attuning musically to the patient’s perceived
tension/stress, which often results in music with an increased
tempo and dynamics, and fast rhythms. After this, the music
therapist further increases the intensity of the music, for example
by accelerating the music tempo, so that the patient can release
the felt tension. When the music intensity has come to a climax,
the music therapist starts to slowly decrease the intensity of
the music and actively guides the patient to decrease the music
tempo to 60–80 bpm (beats per minute). This corresponds with
previous research, which suggests that the tempo and dynamics
of music are important for the experienced intensity of the
music (Gabrielsson and Lindström, 2010). The second way of
intervening is related to the achievement of direct relaxation.
In contrast to the first way of intervening, the music therapist’s
interventions are only focused on providing relaxation by
synchronizing with the client’s music, and gradually decreasing
the music tempo to 60–80 bpm and the volume to silence.
Both ways of intervening, aiming at the release of tension or
direct relaxation, have common ground with the so-called “ISOprinciple,” which refers to a music therapy technique by which
the music is matched with the mood of a patient, then gradually
altered to affect the desired mood state. This technique can also
be used to affect physiological responses, such as heart rate and
blood pressure (Davis et al., 2008).

Musical Components
Within these two ways of stress reduction during music therapy,
the tempo and the dynamics (also known as “loudness”) of
the music can be considered as the most important musical
components to reduce stress or tension in adult patients with
MID. Studies suggest that music with a slow tempo can be
considered to be one of the most significant determinants of
audio-related effects on stress reduction (e.g., Iwanaga et al.,
2005; Bernardi et al., 2006; Nilsson, 2008; Björkman et al.,
2013; Jiang et al., 2016). Tempo and changes in tempo can
influence different physiological and neurological responses, such
as arousal, motor activity and motivation (Roth, 2014), this
means that music with a slow tempo and steady rhythm may
provide stress reduction by altering inherent body rhythms, such
as heart rate (Thaut et al., 1999; Thaut and Hoemberg, 2014).
Therefore, an increase in music tempo can lead to the increased
activation of the nervous system, muscle tension and heart rate,
whereas a decrease of the tempo can lead to muscle relaxation
and a lowered heart rate resulting in more relaxation (Bernardi
et al., 2006; Juslin and Västfjäll, 2008; Bringman et al., 2009;
Nomura et al., 2013).

Music Therapeutic Improvisation for
Stress Reduction
Results show that the participants of this study commonly
used active improvisation interventions for stress reduction,
while their use of receptive intervention processes was either
limited or non-existent. Literature suggests that improvisational
methods are highly common in music therapy; within musical
improvisation, patient(s) and therapist improvise on musical
instruments they have chosen and play together freely or with
a given structure (Wigram, 2004; Gold et al., 2009; MacDonald
and Wilson, 2014). Gold et al. (2009) emphasize in their review
that improvisational music therapy techniques can be regarded as
the most important interventions for achieving social interaction

Active Music Therapy Interventions
The present study makes a clear distinction between active
and receptive music therapy interventions, which is in line
with the music therapy literature (e.g., Bruscia, 2014; Wheeler,
2015; Magee, 2019). The results show that the participants of
this study prefer the use of active music therapy interventions
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(Didden, 2007). These important factors, which can be seen as
treatment guidelines for adults with MID, are in line with the
possible change factors found in this study, such as the creation
of a predictable musical structure.

in active music therapy. In addition, musical improvisation can
also be seen as a mode of self-expression, where the expressive
character of musical interactions enables the release of difficult
or repressed emotions (Burns et al., 2001; Gilboa et al., 2006;
MacDonald and Wilson, 2014), which corresponds with the
therapy goal of achieving tension release, found in this study.
However, researchers reported that the use of improvisation
may also evoke stressful experiences, necessitating the presence
of an educated and qualified music therapist to attune from
moment to moment to the patient’s needs (Magee, 2019; De
Witte et al., 2020a; Aalbers et al., under revision). Thereby,
the understanding of the links between the music-related
mechanisms and synchronization may help music therapists to
make informed decisions on how to use musical improvisation
to lower the patient’s stress levels (Moore, 2013; MacDonald
and Wilson, 2014; De Witte et al., 2020a; Aalbers et al., under
revision).

Strengths and Limitations of the Present
Study
In order to show international practice-based knowledge, the
current study was conducted in three different countries, since
results related to the specific context of one country may not be
relevant to other countries. Firstly, international definitions of
MID and subsequent clinical care for adults with MID differs
between countries (Moonen, 2017). Secondly, music therapy
education differs among countries with regard to music therapy
methods and general theories. As only three countries were
involved, each with close proximity to each other, results are
unlikely to be generalizable. Replication of this study across
different continents is strongly recommended.
With respect to some of the other results, more research is
needed to be able to generalize findings, especially regarding
change factors. The initial research questions focused on how and
in what way music therapists could lower stress levels of patients
with MID instead of exploring why interventions can lead to
stress reduction. Data-analysis revealed some of these possible
change factors, and we decided to report them (see Table 1).
In future research, we suggest including research questions
specifically addressing “change factors” or “mechanisms of
change,” because this may yield important knowledge on both the
development and the evaluation of music therapy interventions
for stress reduction in adults with MID.
Several techniques were applied to enhance the quality of the
present study. The use of an interview guide, a codebook, the
iterative process and the ‘constant comparison’ method during
data analysis can be seen as a strength of this study, because it
helps to ensure that the results stay as close to the original data
as possible. We found this particularly important because this is
the first study in which music therapists in clinical practice were
interviewed about their music therapy interventions to reduce
stress in patients with MID.

Change Factors
Results of this study identified some factors that may contribute
to the explanation of the perceived effects of specific music
therapy interventions for stress reduction in adults with MID. In
the body of literature, these factors are often described as “change
factors (Lambert, 2013; Cuijpers et al., 2019).” An important
change factor found for promoting stress release during music
therapy in adults with MID concerns the amount of simplicity
involved in the chosen interventions. Examples of this are the use
of mantra techniques, which have a repetitive character, or the
choice for a simple harmonic structure, which seems to provide
support. This fits the concept of the technique Vocal Holding,
in which the music therapist is vocally following, supporting,
and mirroring the patient while accompanying with only two
piano chords, to create an atmosphere that is safe and predictable
during improvising (Monti and Austin, 2018). Besides, music
therapy literature indicates that “lullabies” with characteristics
very similar to the mantra-based interventions, also generate
stress-reducing effects, which is attributed to the simplicity of
the musical components, such as a slow and steady tempo, a
repetitive and simple rhythm, and just a few different notes
(Standley, 2003; Friedman et al., 2010).
The importance of implementing a solid structure is also
emphasized when reviewing the interventions outside of the
music, which are focused on establishing a clear, predictable and
above all a safe framework for the patient, giving the patient
the support and confidence to play, experiment and express
themselves within the offered framework.
Strong similarities can be seen between the possible change
factors found in this study and the general characteristics that can
positively influence the quality of care or treatment of people with
MID. Literature shows that psychological treatment for people
with MID may benefit from a clear structure and predictability
(Ten Wolde et al., 2006; Došen, 2007; Elias et al., 2009). Creating
favorable environmental conditions, such as a predictable course
of events in daily life or a clear structure of the therapeutic session
based on small feasible steps, can enhance feelings of safeness and
reduce stress in people with MID, which will benefit treatment
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Implications for Clinical Practice
The findings of this study contribute to both the body of practicebased knowledge on which specific interventions can be used by
music therapists to reduce stress in patients with MID, and to
the knowledge base of experiential interventions for people with
MID in addition to the cognitive-oriented approaches, such as
“cognitive behavioral therapy” [CBT].
Firstly, results show two main ways to reach stress reduction.
Although both ways are intended to lead to the same result
(stress reduction), the order of intervention steps and/or the
way in which the music therapist intervenes on the basis of
musical components, may be different. Therefore, it is important
that music therapists, prior to the intervention, have a clear
understanding of the needs of their patient and the most fitting
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thorough assessment of patient with MID before any therapeutic
intervention should be initiated.

goal (stress release or direct relaxation), so that the most suitable
interventions can be applied.
Secondly, the present study shows that improvisation is
the most commonly used intervention by music therapists to
reduce stress in adults with MID (see Table 1 for an overview
of the different types of the mentioned improvisation-based
interventions). When using improvisation-based interventions
to reduce stress in patients with MID, according to the present
study, there are some key elements that can positively influence
the effect of the intervention. Namely, the use of simple musical
structures, which means that the improvisation has a repetitive
and predictable character. Also, synchronizing with the patient
during improvising, whether as a stand-alone goal or as a stepin working on the goals “stress release” or “direct relaxation,”
helps the music therapist to attune to the patient’s needs from
moment-to-moment. This may enhance feelings of safety, which
is especially important for the clinical treatment of adults with
MID (Didden, 2007) and can therefore increase the effect
of improvisation.
Thirdly we believe that the results of the present study
may provide a useful basis for the further development of
more explicit music therapy intervention descriptions for stress
reduction in patients with MID. According to the previous work
of Robb et al. (2011), intervention descriptions of music therapy
should be tailored to the target population, and realistic therapy
goals as well as desired outcomes should be defined. Moreover,
Hanson-Abromeit (2015) adds the importance of defining the
purpose and intention of each musical element in the descriptions
of music therapy interventions, such as the specific use of musical
techniques within musical improvisation.
Fourthly, with the findings of the current study, we kindly
recommend that other health care professionals responsible
for referral to therapy (e.g., psychologists, physicians, health
care coordinators) will consider experience-based interventions,
such as music therapy, since both literature and results of
the present study show that they are well suited to the needs
and capabilities of adults with MID (Didden et al., 2016; De
Witte et al., 2017). Indeed, from neurological perspectives,
music is intrinsically motivating, drives motor function and
elicits emotional responses (Thaut and Hoemberg, 2014; Koelsch
et al., 2016). Moreover, according to the music therapists of
the present study, it is the structure of music which provides
a sense of safety, which benefits treatment in adults with
MID. However, although psychologists often recognize that the
use of music in daily life helps to manage stress, they still
appreciate additional knowledge about why and when a music
therapist should be involved in the treatment of their patients
(Magee, 2019; Aalbers et al., under revision). Our findings not
only provide more insight into the different types of music
therapy interventions for stress reduction, but also into the
related goals, techniques, and change factors. This helps to
understand when, why, and how music therapy can be effective
for stress reduction, which reinforces referral to music therapy
on the basis of substantive grounds. In addition, the results
of the present study demonstrate the need for a clear and
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Recommendations for Future Research
The findings of this study may help to implement music therapy
interventions for stress reduction in adults with MID, but more
research is needed to assess the effectiveness and applicability
of these interventions. It would be relevant to replicate this and
future studies in other parts of the world. In future research it is
recommended to add research questions on therapeutic change
factors, which may help to explain why the interventions used
possibly lead to stress reduction. We also strongly recommend
a study employing a systematic review methodology – such as a
meta-synthesis – to analyze music therapy literature regarding
possible change factors, as the number of empirical studies
has increased in recent years. Finally, we would welcome
the development of standardized intervention descriptions,
like music therapy protocols, to enhance treatment fidelity,
enabling more robust research on the effects of music therapy.
Detailed intervention descriptions within research are essential
for replication and translation of music therapy interventions
to clinical practice (Stouffer et al., 2007; Robb et al., 2011;
Hoffmann et al., 2014).
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